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1.0 Purpose of Report  
 
1.1 To report on an application (“the Application”) seeking to amend the register of 

Common Land to reflect the severance of rights registered from the land to which 
they are currently recorded as being attached and identified on the related 
supplemental map edged but not coloured red Appendix 1.  

 
1.2 Severance occurred historically where rights previously recorded as attached to an 

area of land were split from that land by means of a suitable legal instrument (e.g. a 
conveyance) and/or treated independently of that land and as a separate asset. 

 
 
2.0 Background  
 
2.1 Under the provisions of the Commons Act 2006 (“the Act”) the County Council is a 

Commons Regulation Authority (“CRA”) and so responsible for maintaining the 
Registers of Common Land and Town and Village Greens for North Yorkshire. 
 

2.2 Part 1 of the Commons Act 2006 took full effect in North Yorkshire from 15 
December 2014 and at the same time it became effective in Cumbria through the 
Commons Registration (England) Regulations 2014.  
 

2.3 Schedule 3, paragraph 2(2)(b) and 2(3)(c) of the Act in part set out that: - 
 

(2)The following are qualifying events for the purposes of this Schedule— 
(b) any relevant disposition in relation to a right of common registered under 
the 1965 Act, or any extinguishment of such a right, where occurring at any 
time— 

(i) after the date of the registration of the right under that Act; and 
(ii) before the commencement of this paragraph; 

 
(3) In sub-paragraph (2)(b) “relevant disposition” means— 

(c) in the case of a right of common attached to land, the apportionment or 
severance of the right  

 
And 
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Schedule 4 paragraph 19 of the Commons Registration (England) Regulations 2014 
(“The Regulations”) sets out that: 
19.— (1) An application to amend a register in consequence of the severance of a 

right of common from land to which it was attached, which is a qualifying 
event by virtue of paragraph 2(2)(b) of Schedule 3 to the 2006 Act, may only 
be made by—  

(a) the person to whom the right of common was transferred upon 
being severed; 
(b) the owner of the right of common at the date of the application; or 
(c) the owner of land to which the right of common is registered as 
being attached. 

(2) The application must include—  
(a) evidence of the applicant’s capacity to make the application (as 
described in sub-paragraph (1)); 
(b) the numbers of— 

(i) the register unit; and 
(ii) the entry in the rights section of that register unit, 
which are to be amended; and  

(c) a description of the land to which the right of common was 
attached, and evidence of the ownership of that land at the time of the 
severance of the right of common. 

(3) The application must include or be accompanied by—  
(a) the written instrument (if any) which the applicant claims has 
effected the severance of the right of common; and 
(b) if there is no such instrument, or if that instrument does not 
express an unambiguous common intention by the parties to it that the 
right of common should be severed— 

(i) other documentary evidence, contemporaneous to the time 
at which the applicant claims that the right of common was 
severed, of a common intention by the transferor and 
transferee of the right of common that it was to be severed; or 
(ii) evidence that the right of common has subsequently been 
treated as severed. 

 
2.4 A CRA needs to be satisfied on the balance of probabilities that a severance 

occurred where an application claims that to be the case.    
 
3.0 Application   
 
3.1 The application was submitted by Mr Christopher John Marshall and Mrs Josephine 

Jill Marshall (“the Applicants”), through their solicitor John Critchley Hall of Hall and 
Birtles Limited. The Application was dated the 13 October 2018 and received by the 
County Council on 19 October 2018. The Application was accepted as being duly 
made on 19 February 2019. 

 
3.2 A copy of the Application including supporting documentation comprises Appendix 2. 
 
3.3 Application Land and Rights Timeline: 

(according to documentation held by the CRA and submitted by the applicants) 
 
 14 September 1967: John Atkinson applied to register 188 gaits exercisable over 

Swineside Moor attached to Great Swineside Farm. This was provisionally entered 
into the register as right entry number 1. See register pages at the end of Appendix 
2. 
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1 October 1970: Being undisputed the rights were automatically declared final 
without being reviewed by the Commons Commissioner. See Entry 6 of the register 
pages at the end of Appendix 2. 

 
20 June 1973: John Atkinson conveys part of Great Swineside Farm to Krishna 
Properties Limited. This is not recorded in the register. 

 
 24 June 1977: Barclays Bank Limited (who provided the mortgage for Krishna 

Properties Limited) sold part of Great Swineside Farm land (approximately 44%) and 
125 grazing rights (approximately 66%) to Mr and Mrs C.J. Marshall (the Applicants). 
A disproportionate apportionment of rights to the proportion of land sold. This is not 
recorded in the register Appendix 7. 

 
 19 August 1977: T.W. Dent submits an application seeking to amend right entry 1. 

He has purchased 17 grazing rights but no land Appendix 7. Right entry 1 is replaced 
by right entries 8 and 9 Appendix 2. 

 
24 October 1978: John Atkinson conveyed 41 gaits to T.W. Dent and partners with 
no land. This is not recorded in the register Appendix 7. 
 
20 December 2016: Mr and Mrs Marshall submit an application to declare an 
entitlement to exercise grazing rights for 125 gaits. This is accepted and the register 
is amended showing the 125 gaits as attached to part of the land that the rights were 
attached to. Right entry 8 is replaced by right entries 12 and 13. 
 
26 April 2018: Alan G. Dent and Audrey M Bainbridge submit a historic event 
application to record the transfer of 41 gaits held in gross by T.W. Dent to them on 3 
May 1990. This is accepted and the register amended on 11 July 2018. Right entry 
12 is replaced by right entries 16 and 17. 
 
27 July 2018: The Commons Registration Officer writes to Mr and Mrs Marshall, in 
accordance with The Regulations, informing them that their declaration is cancelled 
due to the information received when Alan Dent and Audrey Bainbridge’s application 
was submitted. 
 
13 October 2018: Mr and Mrs Marshall submit this application seeking to record a 
historic severance. 

 
4.0 Representations  
 
4.1 In accordance with Regulation 21 of the Regulations, the CRA publicised the 

application by issuing a notice on the County Council’s website and by serving 
notices on all relevant parties. The notices were posted on 20 February 2019, in 
accordance with Regulation 21(5)(a) of the Regulations. 
 

4.2 There was one representation received in response to the notice from The Open 
Spaces Society who objected to the application Appendix 3.  

 
4.3 The Open Spaces Society objected on the grounds that insufficient evidence was 

submitted with the application to show that the rights have been severed.  
 
4.4 In response to the Open Spaces Society’s objection the Applicants’ solicitor provided 

further explanation regarding the transfer of the rights and their subsequent 
treatment. They state that the conveyance between Barclays Bank Limited and Mr 
and Mrs C J Marshall on 24 June 1977 transferred 125 sheep gaits separate to the 
land. They further argue that if the 1978 Conveyance between Mr John Atkinson (the 
registered right holder for Right Entry 1) and T.W. Dent & Partners that was 
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submitted to the CRA under a separate application to record a historic severance 
was deemed to have severed part of the original right entry 1 from the land, then the 
1977 Conveyance involving the Applicants, also part of original Right Entry 1, would 
also have constituted a historic severance Appendix 4. 

 
4.5 The Open Spaces Society continued with their objections arguing that the Applicants 

had provided very little evidence of severance or that if severance had occurred then 
the application should be to record a historic transfer of a right held in gross 
Appendix 5. 

 
4.6 The Applicant did not wish to respond further Appendix 6. 
 
5.0 Assessment – have the relevant tests been met? 
 
5.1 Officers comments on each of the statutory provisions are set out below -   
  
5.2 Schedule 3 paragraph 2(2)(b) of the Act: 
 

(2)The following are qualifying events for the purposes of this     
Schedule— 

 
(b) any relevant disposition in relation to a right of common registered 
under the 1965 Act, or any extinguishment of such a right, where 
occurring at any time— 

(i) after the date of the registration of the right under that Act; 
and 
(ii) before the commencement of this paragraph; 

 
Section 7 of the Application refers to a transfer between Barclays Bank Limited and 
Mr and Mrs C J Marshall on 24 June 1977. This Conveyance transferred 125 sheep 
gaits in addition to land that formed part of the dominant tenement for Right Entry 1. 
The amount of land conveyed in this transfer would have equated to approximately 
84 sheep gaits if a pro-rata proportion of the grazing rights concerned had been 
transferred with the land that was the subject of this sale. Where registered rights are 
divided proportionate to the land sold it is known as “apportionment”. This transfer 
was not recorded in the Commons Register at the time and there was no obligation 
for it to be registered with the CRA at the time.  
 
The register does however record that the land and rights attached to Right Entry 1 
was subject to a further disposal in 1977 when 17 sheep gaits were sold with none of 
the land. These transfers in 1977 comprise dispositions of the rights concerned and 
took place after the rights were the subject of final registration on 24 February 1971 
and prior to the commencement of paragraph 2(2)(b) of Schedule 3 to the Act which 
occurred on 15 December 2014 and so constitute a qualifying event (see para 2.2 
above) 

 
Therefore, this test has been met by the application. 

 
5.3 Schedule 3 paragraph 2(3) of the Act: 

 
(3)In sub-paragraph (2)(b) “relevant disposition” means— 

……….. 
(c) in the case of a right of common attached to land, the 
apportionment or severance of the right  

 
In the leading case of Bettinson v Langton(2001) the House of Lords determined that 
the very process of creating a register of common rights under the Commons 
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Registration Act 1965 turned such rights into an entity in their own right capable of 
being dealt with as an asset separately (severed from) from the land to which they 
were recorded in a register as being attached. They were severable. 

 
The conclusion is, in my opinion, inescapable that subsection (3) transformed 
the right, on registration, from being a right limited by levanchy and 
couchancy to being a right for a fixed number of animals. 
 
It is the general law, established by the authorities to which I have referred, 
that when applied to… registered grazing rights…., impels the conclusion that 
the rights are severable” 

 
     (extract from Lord Foscote’s leading judgment) 
 
The Commons Act 2006 subsequently introduced provisions to outlaw severance of 
common rights but only in respective of any disposition/event taking place after 28 
June 2005. The dispositions relevant to the Application which is the subject of this 
report took place in 1977. 
 
In the lead up to the Act becoming legislation DEFRA issued an explanatory note to 
members of parliament in January 2006 (Appendix 9) which confirmed at para 54 the 
significance of the Bettison v Langton decision – 

 
In Bettison v. Langton, the judicial committee of the House of Lords 
determined that a consequence of the quantification of grazing rights as 
required by section 15 of the 1965 Act was to enable a commoner to dispose 
of rights of common independently from the land to which they were 
traditionally attached (or, alternatively, to sell the land and retain the rights). 
This is known as 'severance'. Rights which have been severed become 'rights 
held in gross' and may be freely bought and sold as an incorporeal asset. 

 
Further, para 58 of the same explanatory note explained that “non pro-rata 
apportionment is a form of severance”. Effectively where rights were recorded in the 
register as attached to an area of land and that land and the rights were 
subsequently dealt with via a disposal in disproportionate shares then the rights were 
effectively severed from the land. 
   
The case law provides clarity on the matter of historic severance. The effect of 
registering quantified rights under the 1965 Commons Registration Act meant that 
those rights were then capable of being severed.  
 
Para 5 of Schedule 3 to the Commons Act 2006 provided that there may be 
regulations introduced covering “what is or is not to be regarded as a severance of a 
right of common”. This manifested itself in Regulation 41(3) of the Regulations which 
states :- 

 
41(3) A right of common attached to land is not to be treated as having been 
severed from that land in consequence of a qualifying event, unless the 
determining authority is satisfied that the severance was lawful and – 
(a)there is documentary evidence showing that the parties to the transaction or 
disposition which is a qualifying event intended the transaction or disposition 
to have the effect of severing the right of common;  
or 
(b)there is evidence that the right of common has been treated since the 
qualifying event as having been severed. 
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“Gadsden & Cousins on Common and Greens”, the leading publication on commons 
legislation advises that for a CRA to be satisfied a historic severance has occurred it 
should have cogent evidence that one or other of the tests set out in Reg 41(3)(a) or 
41(3)(b) has been met. 
 
Consequently where an application includes (in accordance with para 19(3) of 
Schedule 4 of the Regulations) either cogent documentary evidence showing an 
intention to sever rights or having been “treated” as severed following a qualifying 
event then it is justified in amending its register to account for that.  
 
The timeline of transactions set out in para 3.3 above provides documentary 
evidence of the intention of parties to sever the 188 rights originally registered as 
attached to land and evidence of how those rights were subsequently treated. 
 
Gadsden does suggest that caution should be exercised by a CRA when considering 
an application to record an alleged historic severance where an application is 
“disputed by a person having an interest in the land”. There is no such dispute in this 
case – the only objection having been raised by the Open Spaces Society which has 
pointed out it has no interest in the land.  
 
The conveyances submitted by the applicant and previous applicants regarding Right 
Entry 1 show that this original right entry registered by John Atkinson was disposed 
of into separate lots. These conveyances were not silent with regard to grazing rights 
and the land conveyed was not proportional to the amount of rights transferred. 
Following the guidance contained in the explanatory note referred to above those 
disproportionate transactions amounted to a severance of the rights concerned 
Appendix 7. The conveyances submitted constitute qualifying events comprising 
relevant dispositions evidencing the severance of common rights. There is also 
evidence that the rights have been treated as severed. 
 
Consequently, this test is met by the application. 

 
5.4 Schedule 4 paragraph 19 of the Regulations: -. 

 
19(1)a and 19(2)a: Proof of capacity to apply 
 

At Section 4 of the application form the Applicants state that they are entitled 
to apply to record a historic event as they are the owners of the rights 
exercisable over Swineside Moor (CL 37). This is evidenced by the 
Conveyance from 1977 between Barclays Bank Limited and Mr and Mrs C J 
Marshall (Appendix 2). 
Officers are satisfied that the Applicants have demonstrated their capacity to 
apply to amend the register. 

 
19(3)(i)&(ii): if an application relies on a written instrument where the intention to 
sever may not have been expressly mentioned other accompanying documentary 
evidence from the time can be relevant to demonstrating the intention between the 
parties concerned or evidence that the right of common has subsequently been 
treated as severed. 
 
In any event officers are satisfied that the common rights concerned have been 
treated separately from the land to which they were recorded as being attached when 
first registered. That said documentation shows that the original right holder divided 
his rights and land and sold them as separate lots. The disproportionate splits of the 
land and rights transferred and in some instances with land and rights being sold 
completely separately from each other all evidences that severance has occurred 
Appendix 7.   
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This test is met by the application. 
 

5.5 Objection from The Open Spaces Society: 
The Open Spaces Society initially objected to the application on the basis that the 
only evidence submitted in support of the application is the conveyance from June 
1977 and that this document was not enough to evidence severance. Whilst 
continuing to question whether the evidence demonstrates a severance of rights took 
place it did subsequently recognise the complex history of events since first 
registration of the rights concerned. 
 

5.6 Officers are satisfied that from the content of the application together with 
accompanying information already held by the authority, that the conveyance in June 
1977 was one in a series of conveyances starting in 1973 through to October 1978 
where the original registered right holder John Atkinson disposed of his land and 
grazing rights separately. These documents and the way in which the rights 
concerned were subsequently treated are clear evidence of severance of the rights 
from the land to which they were originally recorded as being attached. 

 
5.7 The Open Spaces Society also refer to Section 9 of the Act which prohibits 

severance. However, the relevant conveyances occurred between 1973 and 1977. 
The prohibition of severance under section 9 came into effect only on 28 June 2005. 
Therefore the provisions contained in Section 9 do not affect the said conveyances. 

 
6.0 Financial Implications 
 
6.1 There are no financial implications to the Council that ordinarily arise from its 

decision on the Application though it may incur costs in defending any legal 
challenge made to that decision. It is outside the Council’s control whether or not any 
interested party attempts such a challenge.  

 
7.0 Legal Implications 
 
7.1 The mechanism for challenge by an aggrieved party to any decision reached by the 

County Council in this matter would be by Judicial Review. 
 
8.0 Equalities Implications 
 
8.1 Consideration has been given to the potential for any adverse equality impacts 

arising from the recommendation and an Equality Impact Assessment screening form 
is attached at Appendix 8. 

 
9.0 Climate Change Implications 
 
9.1 As the Application seeks to change the status of the grazing rights and not the merits 

or otherwise of making the change; a full climate change impact assessment is not 
required. 

 
10.0 Conclusion 
 
10.1 It is your officer’s view that on the balance of probabilities, and for the reasons set out 

in this report, the legal tests as set out in Schedule 3, paragraph 2(b) of the Act and 
Schedule 4, paragraph 19 of The Regulations are met by the Application and that 
consequently the Application should be approved.  
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11.0 Recommendation 
 
11.1 That subject to any comments Members may have, the following be proposed to the 

Chief Executive Officer for consideration under his emergency delegated powers:- 
i. the application is approved on the grounds set out in this report. 

 
 
 
KARL BATTERSBY 
Corporate Director - Business and Environmental Services 
 
 
Author of Report: Jayne Applegarth 
 
 
Background Documents:  Application case file held in Commons Registration, Network 

Information and Compliance – Business and Environmental 
Services 
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NoteS
This box is to 
identify the 
common over 
which the right 
previously created 
has become 
exercisable.
It should be 
completed only if 
your application is 
to register a right 
of common or vary 
a right because 
it has become 
exercisable over 
new land. The 
accompanying 
Ordnance map 
must be at a scale 
of at least 1:2,500, 
or 1:10,560 if the 
land is wholly or 
predominantly 
moorland, and 
show the land by 
means of distinctive 
colouring within 
an accurately 
identified boundary.

5. Description of the land over which the right is exercisable

Name by which the land is usually known:

Tick the box to confirm that you have attached an Ordnance map of
the land: Q





Note?
Describe the 
amendment to 
be made to the 
register.



Note 8
If you are applying 
to register an 
apportionment 
you must submit a 
separate ‘primary’ 
application 
along with this 
application. A 
primary application 
can be made 
where only part of 
the apportioned 
right attached to 
land has been 
surrendered, 
extinguished, 
varied, severed 
from the land 
to which it was 
attached, or 
is the subject 
of a statutory 
disposition.

8. Details of the apportionment

Specify the name and address of the owner of the land to which is attached the 
part of the right of common which is the subject of the primary application:

Specify the rateable apportionment of the right (i.e. the quantity of the right 
which attaches the relevant land following the apportionment):

If the right is to be apportioned otherwise than rateably, explain the basis for 
that claim and state which evidence you have provided which corroborates that 
claim:
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dated.................. ailMv . 1977

BARCLAYS BANK LIMITED

to

MR. AND MRS. C, J. MARSHALL

trading anderthe style or firm> 
name of AGRIMAR

CONVEYANCE

relating to freehold property situate 
and known as Great and Little Swineside 
Farms West Scrafton Leyburn in the 

County of North Yorkshire

Booth & Co., 
LEEDS LSI 1HQ.

■at*._____- -a-



THIS CONVEYANCE Is made the J-U'"1. day of one

thousand nine hundred and seventy seven BETWEEN BARCLAYS BANK 

LIMITED whose registered office is situate at 54 Lombard Stteet 

in the City of London (hereinafter called "the Bank") of the one 

part and CHRISTOPHER JOHN MARSHALL of Wayside Barmston Driffield 

in the County of Humberside and JOSEPHINE JILL MARSHALL his wife 

of the same address carrying on in Partnership together under the 

style or firm name of Agrimar (hereinafter called "the Partners")

of the other part v

WHEREAS:

(1) By a Legal Charge (hereinafter called "the Legal Charge") 

dated the Twentieth day of June One thousand nine hundred and 

seventy three and made between Krishna Properties Limited of the 

one part and the Bank of the other part the said Krishna Properties 

Limited being then seised inter alia of the property hereinafter 

described for an estate in fee simple in possession free from 

incumbrances charged the same by way of Legal Mortgage to the 

Bank to secure the payment to the Bank of all moneys and liabilities 

for the time being owing or incurred with Interest as therein 

provided

(2) The Bank has agreed with the Partners for the sale to them 

of the property hereinafter described for an estate in fee simple 

in possession free from incumbrances at the price of Twenty one 

thousand seven hundred pounds

(3) The said Purchase is made by the Partners on account and for 

the purpose of their said Partnership trade or business and they 

are desirous that the said property shall be conveyed to them in 

manner hereinafter appearing 

HOW THIS DEED WITNESSETH as follows

■1. , IN consideration of the sum of Twenty one thousand seven 

hundred pounds paid by the Partners out of moneys forming part of 

their Partnership assets to the Bank (the receipt whereof the 

Bank hereby acknowledges) the Bank as Mortgagee in exercise of 

the power of sale conferred on it by statute and of all other 

powers enabling it hereby conveys unto the Partners ALL THAT farm 

situate at Swineside in the Parish of West Scrafton near Leyburn 

in the County of North Yorkshire and known as Little Swineside 

Farm containing by recent estimation forty nine point six nine 

six acres or thereabouts TOGETHER WITH the farm buildings and a
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derelict and adjoining cottage ALL of which are delineated for 

identification purposes only on the plan annexed hereto and 

thereon edged brown and are described in the First_ Schedule _ 

heret<^AND ALSO ALL THOSE One hundred and twenty five sheep gaits 

and grazihg RarBage and pasturage belonging or appertaining 

thereto on or over the moor or common called Swineside Moor TO 

HOLD the said property unto'the Partners in fee simple upon the 

trusts applicable thereto as part of the assets of the Part

nership discharged from all right of redemption and from all 

claims under the Legal Charge subject nevertheless to and with 

the benefit of the rights for the supply of water and of right of 

way exception and reservation contained mentioned or referred to 

in a Conveyance dated the Twentieth day of June One thousand nine 

hundred and seventy three and made between John Atkinson of the 

one part and the said Krishna Properties Limited of the other 

part so far as the same are still subsisting and capable of 

taking effect and relate to or affect the property hereby conveyed 

2. (i) IT is hereby agreed that it shall be lawful for the

Partners or after either one of them shall have ceased to be a 

Partner in the said firm for the surviving or continuing Partner 

at any time or times to appoint a new Trustee or new Trustees of 

this deed and in particular to appoint such new Trustee or new 

Trustees in the place of any Trustee who shall not at the time of 

such appointment be a Partner in the said firm as if he were dead 

(li) A statement in a Deed purporting to appoint a new 

Trustee or new Trustees of this Deed in the place of any Trustee 

hereof who is not then a Partner in the said firm to the effect 

that the Trustee who is being replaced has ceased to be a Partner 

in the said firm shall be conclusive evidence thereof in favour 

of any person dealing with the Trustees for the time being of 

this Deed

Jj___ I? is further agreed that the Partners or other the Trustees*

for the time being of this Deed shall have full power until the 

expiration of a period of eighty years from the date hereof 

(which period shall be the perpetuity period applicable hereto) 

to mortgage charge lease or otherwise dispose of all or any part 

of the said property with all the powers in that behalf of an 

absolute owner »

A.--- THE Partners and their successors in title covenant with the



Bank as follows

(a) To maintain good and stockproof walls or fences along 

the boundaries of the property hereby conveyed marked with an 

inward 'T' on the plan annexed hereto within the boundaries of 

the property hereby conveyed and

(b) To erect and maintain a good stockproof fence along the 

boundaries of the property hereby conveyed which are marked by a 

red 'T' on the said plan annexed hereto

5. THE Bank as Vendor hereby assigns unto the Partners and its 

successors in title the benefit of a covenant obtained from the 

Purchaser of the property edged green on the said plan to erect 

and maintain a good stockproof fence where marked within by a red 

•T1 on the said plan

6. THE Bank hereby acknowledges the right of the Partners to 

the production of the documents specified in the Second Schedule 

hereto the possession of which is retained by the Bank and to 

delivery of copies thereof

7. IT is hereby certified that the transaction hereby effected 

does not form part of a larger transaction or of a series of 

transactions in respect of which the amount or value or the 

aggregate amount or value of the consideration exceeds Twenty 

five thousand pounds

IN WITNESS, whereof the Bank has hereunto affixed its Common Seal 

and the Purchasers have hereunto set their hands and seals the 

day and year first hereinbefore written

ME FIRST hafm-e referred to

PART OS 388 3.227 Acres (est) Meadow
OS 412 4.927 Acres Meadow
OS 414 7.896 Acres Part Meadow/Pasture
OS 413 2.474 Acres Pasture
OS 443 5.525 Acres Meadow
OS 439 3.413 Acres Pasture

PART OS 440 3.190 Acres Part Meadow/Pasture
OS 442 1.475 Acres Meadow
os 441 1.700 Acres Pasture

>iOS<3tf> 2.427 Acres Tunstall Scar Plantation
OS 449 4.148 Acres Pasture

PART OS 448 1.000 Acres (est) Pasture
OS 387 .100 Acres (est) Pasture
OS 482 .500 Acres (est) River Bed
OS 450 1.126 Acres Pasture
OS 451 1.230 Acres Pasture
OS 452 2.148 Acres Pasture
OS 438 .500 Acres Pasture
OS 437 1.490 Acres Pasture
OS 437a .604 Acres Scrub

PART OS 390 .596 Acres (est) 2 Garths Farm Buildings and Derelict
Cottages

Total 49.696
Acreage
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Register unit No. Ct 37.
Edition No,

A portion of laM known as Swineside Moor in the Parish of Canton Highdale and marked with a green verge line inside the boundary on sheet 501) of the

register map (6” Ordnance Survey Sheet SE o8 SE) and distinguished by the number on this register unit Registered pursuant to application No 79 sade

14th September, 1967 by- John Atkinson, Great Swirseside, West Scrafton, Leyburn i.J......fl

2 COMMONS REGISTRATION ACT 1965

Register of

LAND SECTION—Sheet No. 1•

Non This section contains the registration ot the Registration authority
- land comprised in this register unit.

No. and date
of entry

COMMONS REGISTRATION ACT 1985

NORTH RIDING COUNTY COUNCIL
REGISTRATION AUTHORITY

ft64

1.

10th Jan.
1968.

Description of the land, reference to the register map, registration particulars etc.

See Overicaf
Note,

(See entry

o be’ow

2

17th Feb. 1971

The registration at htry No. 1 above being undisputed, became final on the let October’, 1970,
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21 September 2017

regulation 43 of the Commons
Registration (England) Regulations
2014
CA14 031

26th April2018

Paragraph 19 of Schedule 3 to the
Commons Act 2006

COMMONS ACT 2006

NORTH YORKSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL

Ru3’TRl IOLN AU tfrJRlTY

ii JUL 2018

Alan Geoffrey Dent and Audrey Margaret
Bainbridge, Town Head Farm, West
Scrafton Leyburn, North Yorkshire DL8
4RU.
Declarants.

Alan Geoffrey Dent and Audrey Margaret
Bainbridge, Town Head Farm, West
Scrafton Leyburn, North Yorkshire DLB
4RU.
Owners.

John Atkinson, Great Swineside, West
Scrafton. Owner

To graze 30 sheep followers, over
the whole of the land comprised in
this register unit.

The right-
a) to graze sheep, cattle & horses
to a limit of 41 sheepgaits, 1 gait
gives the right to graze 1 sheep or
¼ cow or 116 horse.
b) of shooting, over the whole of
the land comprised in this register
unit.

The right-
a) to graze sheep, cattle & horses
to a limit of 130 sheepgaits, 1 gait
gives the right to graze 1 sheep or
¼ cow or 1/6 horse.

Town Head Farm, West Scrafton
shown edged red on the
supplemental plan bearing the
number of this registration,

The right of common at entry no.
12 above was severed from the
land to which it was previously
attached and became a right of
common in gross. Owners: Alan
Geoffrey Dent and Audrey
Margaret Sainbridge, Town Head
Farm, West Scrafton Leyburn.
North Yorkshire 0L8 4RU.
The right of common at entry no.
12 above was severed from the
land to which it was previously
attached and became a right of
common in gross. Owner John
Atkinson, Great Swineside, West
Scrafton. Owner

The applicants claim the right to
graze 30 sheep followers, over
the whole of the land comprised
in this register unit.

Form 3 COMMONS ACT 2006

REGISTER OF COMMON LAND

RIGHTS SECTION — Sheet No 4

NOTE This section contains the Registration of every Right of Common
Registered under the Act as exercisable over the whole or any part of
the land described in the land section of this Register Unit

1 T I

CA15 09715.

l5 March
2018

(seeenfry5)

Registration Authority
NORTH YORKSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL

Register Unit No CL 37
Edition No 2

Leof for notes

1. 2. — -==- 8.
Nc, and date of No.. date and cause of application Name and address of every applicant for Part/cu/era of the right of common Particulars of the land (if any) to Declaration of entitlement to right

entry registration or amendment, and the and of the/and over which it is which the right if attached or details and details of the right claimed
capacity in which they applied exercisable of the owner of any right held in

----—-.—--..——-—-—----. .— ——.——--—---—-

16.

11b July2018

(see entry 12)

:17

11 July2018

(see entry 12
and entry 16)

N’A



CR.

Form 4 COMMONS REGISTRATION ACT 1965 NOTE: This section contains the registration of every person Registration Authority
registered under the Act as owner of any of the land NORTH YORKSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL
described in the land section of this register uait. It

REGISTER OF COMMON LAND does not contain any registration in respect of land of Register Unit No CL 37
which the freehold is registered under the Land Edition No I
Registration Acts 1925 and 1986. but the absence from
this section of a registration in respect of any land s overleaf

OWNERSHIP SECTION — Sheet No I described in the land section does not necessarily for Notes

indicate that the freehold of that land is registered
under those Acts.

L 2. — 3 4
No and date of entry No and date of application Name and address of person registered as owner Particulars of the land to which the registration applies

14 August 1977 N/A The above registration was made in pursuance of Section 9 of the Commons Registration Act 1965 in accordance with a Direction made by
G D Squibb. Chief Commons Commissioner, dated 9 August 1977. Ref: 268/U/ 117.

M446m5.CSJl
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^ o u
Favoured with Instructions from Barclays Bank Ltd.

COVERDALE, 

NORTH YORKSHIRE
A Valuable HILL FARM comprising Farm House, Farm Buildings with Derelict Cottages. 
78.341 Acres Land, (or thereabouts) and 142 Sheep Gaits on Swinesidc Moor, in a Ring 
Fence and bordered on the west side by the River Cover, situate in the heart of the dale, 
known as

GREAT AND LITTLE 

SWINESIDE FARMS,
WEST SCR ALTON, LEYBURN

To be Sold by Auction in 3 Lots, unless p<-c 4ously sold by private treaty, and subject 
to conditions to be then read, in Siddalls Cafe, Leybum, on,

Friday, 20th May, 1977 

at 3.00 p.m.

VIEWING: By appointment with the Auctioneers.

SOLICITORS: Messrs. Durrant Piesse, 73 Cneapside, London. EC2V 6ER.

JOINT AUCTIONEERS

Wharton Carpenter Ltd.
131 High Street,
Norton
Stockton-on-Tees 
Cleveland. TS20 lAA.

Tel: Stockton (0642) 555905

John E. Tennant, ARICS; MRAC. 
26 Maricct Place,
Lcybum
North Yorkshire.

Tel: Leybum (09692) 3451 or 2511

Copif di-c'n
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19 10 18 1 154087 1

dated.................. ailMv . 1977

BARCLAYS BANK LIMITED

to

MR. AND MRS. C, J. MARSHALL

trading anderthe style or firm> 
name of AGRIMAR

CONVEYANCE

relating to freehold property situate 
and known as Great and Little Swineside 
Farms West Scrafton Leyburn in the 

County of North Yorkshire

Booth & Co., 
LEEDS LSI 1HQ.

■at*._____- -a-



THIS CONVEYANCE Is made the J-U'"1. day of one

thousand nine hundred and seventy seven BETWEEN BARCLAYS BANK 

LIMITED whose registered office is situate at 54 Lombard Stteet 

in the City of London (hereinafter called "the Bank") of the one 

part and CHRISTOPHER JOHN MARSHALL of Wayside Barmston Driffield 

in the County of Humberside and JOSEPHINE JILL MARSHALL his wife 

of the same address carrying on in Partnership together under the 

style or firm name of Agrimar (hereinafter called "the Partners")

of the other part v

WHEREAS:

(1) By a Legal Charge (hereinafter called "the Legal Charge") 

dated the Twentieth day of June One thousand nine hundred and 

seventy three and made between Krishna Properties Limited of the 

one part and the Bank of the other part the said Krishna Properties 

Limited being then seised inter alia of the property hereinafter 

described for an estate in fee simple in possession free from 

incumbrances charged the same by way of Legal Mortgage to the 

Bank to secure the payment to the Bank of all moneys and liabilities 

for the time being owing or incurred with Interest as therein 

provided

(2) The Bank has agreed with the Partners for the sale to them 

of the property hereinafter described for an estate in fee simple 

in possession free from incumbrances at the price of Twenty one 

thousand seven hundred pounds

(3) The said Purchase is made by the Partners on account and for 

the purpose of their said Partnership trade or business and they 

are desirous that the said property shall be conveyed to them in 

manner hereinafter appearing 

HOW THIS DEED WITNESSETH as follows

■1. , IN consideration of the sum of Twenty one thousand seven 

hundred pounds paid by the Partners out of moneys forming part of 

their Partnership assets to the Bank (the receipt whereof the 

Bank hereby acknowledges) the Bank as Mortgagee in exercise of 

the power of sale conferred on it by statute and of all other 

powers enabling it hereby conveys unto the Partners ALL THAT farm 

situate at Swineside in the Parish of West Scrafton near Leyburn 

in the County of North Yorkshire and known as Little Swineside 

Farm containing by recent estimation forty nine point six nine 

six acres or thereabouts TOGETHER WITH the farm buildings and a
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derelict and adjoining cottage ALL of which are delineated for 

identification purposes only on the plan annexed hereto and 

thereon edged brown and are described in the First_ Schedule _ 

heret<^AND ALSO ALL THOSE One hundred and twenty five sheep gaits 

and grazihg RarBage and pasturage belonging or appertaining 

thereto on or over the moor or common called Swineside Moor TO 

HOLD the said property unto'the Partners in fee simple upon the 

trusts applicable thereto as part of the assets of the Part

nership discharged from all right of redemption and from all 

claims under the Legal Charge subject nevertheless to and with 

the benefit of the rights for the supply of water and of right of 

way exception and reservation contained mentioned or referred to 

in a Conveyance dated the Twentieth day of June One thousand nine 

hundred and seventy three and made between John Atkinson of the 

one part and the said Krishna Properties Limited of the other 

part so far as the same are still subsisting and capable of 

taking effect and relate to or affect the property hereby conveyed 

2. (i) IT is hereby agreed that it shall be lawful for the

Partners or after either one of them shall have ceased to be a 

Partner in the said firm for the surviving or continuing Partner 

at any time or times to appoint a new Trustee or new Trustees of 

this deed and in particular to appoint such new Trustee or new 

Trustees in the place of any Trustee who shall not at the time of 

such appointment be a Partner in the said firm as if he were dead 

(li) A statement in a Deed purporting to appoint a new 

Trustee or new Trustees of this Deed in the place of any Trustee 

hereof who is not then a Partner in the said firm to the effect 

that the Trustee who is being replaced has ceased to be a Partner 

in the said firm shall be conclusive evidence thereof in favour 

of any person dealing with the Trustees for the time being of 

this Deed

Jj___ I? is further agreed that the Partners or other the Trustees*

for the time being of this Deed shall have full power until the 

expiration of a period of eighty years from the date hereof 

(which period shall be the perpetuity period applicable hereto) 

to mortgage charge lease or otherwise dispose of all or any part 

of the said property with all the powers in that behalf of an 

absolute owner »

A.--- THE Partners and their successors in title covenant with the



Bank as follows

(a) To maintain good and stockproof walls or fences along 

the boundaries of the property hereby conveyed marked with an 

inward 'T' on the plan annexed hereto within the boundaries of 

the property hereby conveyed and

(b) To erect and maintain a good stockproof fence along the 

boundaries of the property hereby conveyed which are marked by a 

red 'T' on the said plan annexed hereto

5. THE Bank as Vendor hereby assigns unto the Partners and its 

successors in title the benefit of a covenant obtained from the 

Purchaser of the property edged green on the said plan to erect 

and maintain a good stockproof fence where marked within by a red 

•T1 on the said plan

6. THE Bank hereby acknowledges the right of the Partners to 

the production of the documents specified in the Second Schedule 

hereto the possession of which is retained by the Bank and to 

delivery of copies thereof

7. IT is hereby certified that the transaction hereby effected 

does not form part of a larger transaction or of a series of 

transactions in respect of which the amount or value or the 

aggregate amount or value of the consideration exceeds Twenty 

five thousand pounds

IN WITNESS, whereof the Bank has hereunto affixed its Common Seal 

and the Purchasers have hereunto set their hands and seals the 

day and year first hereinbefore written

ME FIRST hafm-e referred to

PART OS 388 3.227 Acres (est) Meadow
OS 412 4.927 Acres Meadow
OS 414 7.896 Acres Part Meadow/Pasture
OS 413 2.474 Acres Pasture
OS 443 5.525 Acres Meadow
OS 439 3.413 Acres Pasture

PART OS 440 3.190 Acres Part Meadow/Pasture
OS 442 1.475 Acres Meadow
os 441 1.700 Acres Pasture

>iOS<3tf> 2.427 Acres Tunstall Scar Plantation
OS 449 4.148 Acres Pasture

PART OS 448 1.000 Acres (est) Pasture
OS 387 .100 Acres (est) Pasture
OS 482 .500 Acres (est) River Bed
OS 450 1.126 Acres Pasture
OS 451 1.230 Acres Pasture
OS 452 2.148 Acres Pasture
OS 438 .500 Acres Pasture
OS 437 1.490 Acres Pasture
OS 437a .604 Acres Scrub

PART OS 390 .596 Acres (est) 2 Garths Farm Buildings and Derelict
Cottages

Total 49.696
Acreage
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This section for ofBcial use 
only.

OflScial stamp of registration authority 
indicating dSte'ofreceipt ■ ----------------------

GGT -‘G65

Application No. • ^ ^

Rerister unit No.

NS;iTH CClifilV &3G!io:L

e;.n: ho

COMMONS REGISTRATION ACT 1965 

Section 13

Application for the amendment of a 

register in relation to a right of common

IMPORTANT NOTE:—Before filling in this form, read carefully the notes on the 
back. An incorrectly completed application form may be rejected.

Tothe^ NORTH YORKSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL
^Insert name of registration 
authority maintaining the re
gister containing the registra
tion of the land.

Application is hereby made for the amendment of the register mentioned in part 3 
below, in relation to the undernoted right of common, in accordance with the par
ticulars set out hereunder.

Part 1.

{Give Christian names or 
forenames and surname or, 
in the case of a body cor
porate, the full title of the 
body. If part 2 is not com
pleted all correspondence and 
notices will be sent to the 
first-named applicant. See 
Note 2 for information as to 
who may apply.)

Name and address of the applicant or (if more than one) of every applicant.

THOMAS WILSON DENT of TOWN HEAD FARM, 

WEST SCRJIFTON, NORTH YORKSHIRE.

Part 2.

{This part should be com
pleted only if a solicitor has 
been instructed for the pur
poses of the application. If 
it is completed, all corre
spondence and notices will 
be sent to the solicitor.)

Name and address of solicitor, if any.

MR. J.C. HALL,
Messrs. Willan & Johnson, 
Midland ^ank Chambers, 
Leyburn, North Yorkshire.

Part 3.

{Insert '"Common Land” or 
“Town or Village Greens”. 
See Notes 3 to 5.)

Register containing the registration of the land.

Common Land







_ V /
4~ yg 78

MR. J. ATKINSON 

_to _

T.W. DENT & PARTNERS

- of -

41 sheepgaits on Swineside Moor, Swineside, West 

Scrafton, near Leybum, North Yorkshire.

*

WILLAN & JOHNSON
SOLICITORS

LEYBURN
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flMANCt ACT •9''>

dated

One thousand nine hundred and seventy eight is made between the

Vendor JOHN ATKINSON of 36 Hargill Harmby Leyburn North Yorkshire 

and the Partners THOMAS WILSON DENT MARY MARGARET DENT and ALLAN 

GEOFFREY DENT of Town End Farm West Scrafton Leyburn trading in 

partnership as T.W, DENT and PARTNERS as farmers -------------------

1. THE Vendor acknowledges the receipt from the Partners of SIX 

HUNDRED AND FIFTEEN POUNDS the purchase price of the sheepgaits 

described in the Schedule hereto (the sheepgaits) -----------------

2. THE Vendor as beneficial owner conveys to the Partners his

freehold estate in the sheepgaits ----------------------------------

3. THE Partners agree

(a) They are tenants in common in equity ______________________

(b) The sheepgaits shall-J^old as part of their partnership 

property ---------- --- as-

(c) The trustees for sale of the sheepgaits shall have power 

to deal with the sheepcjaits equal to those of a sole

.. "I
beneficial owner

IT IS CERTIFIED that this transaction does not form part of 

a larger transaction or of a series of transactions in respect of 

which the amount or value or the aggregate amount or value of the

consideration exceeds Fifteen thousand pounds ----------------------

THE SCHEDULE

ALL THOSE forty one sheepgaits or stints in over and upon the 

moor known as Swineside Moor situate on the westerly side of West 

Scrafton Moor Swineside in th^e parishes of Carlton Highdale and 

West Scrafton both near Leyburn in the County of North Yorkshire







 

 
OFFICIAL ‐ SENSITIVE 

 
Initial equality impact assessment screening form 
(As of October 2015 this form replaces ‘Record of decision not to carry out an EIA’) 
 
This form records an equality screening process to determine the relevance of equality to 
a proposal, and a decision whether or not a full EIA would be appropriate or 
proportionate.  
Directorate  BES 
Service area H&T 
Proposal being screened To grant application CA14 046 which is seeking to 

record a historic severance event in the common 
land register 

Officer(s) carrying out screening  Jayne Applegarth 
What are you proposing to do? Grant the application 
Why are you proposing this? What are the 
desired outcomes? 

It is a statutory duty of the County Council as 
Registration Authority under the Commons Act 2006 
to consider the application submitted. On 
consideration all the legal tests have been met 
therefore the application should be granted. 

Does the proposal involve a significant 
commitment or removal of resources? 
Please give details. 

The County Council as Registration Authority has a 
statutory duty to maintain the common land register. 
 

Is there likely to be an adverse impact on people with any of the following protected 
characteristics as defined by the Equality Act 2010, or NYCC’s additional agreed characteristics? 
As part of this assessment, please consider the following questions: 
 To what extent is this service used by particular groups of people with protected characteristics? 
 Does the proposal relate to functions that previous consultation has identified as important? 
 Do different groups have different needs or experiences in the area the proposal relates to? 

 
If for any characteristic it is considered that there is likely to be a significant adverse impact or 
you have ticked ‘Don’t know/no info available’, then a full EIA should be carried out where this is 
proportionate. You are advised to speak to your Equality rep for advice if you are in any doubt. 
 
Protected characteristic Yes No Don’t know/No 

info available 
Age    
Disability    
Sex (Gender)    
Race    
Sexual orientation    
Gender reassignment    
Religion or belief    
Pregnancy or maternity    
Marriage or civil partnership    
NYCC additional characteristic 
People in rural areas    
People on a low income    
Carer (unpaid family or friend)    
Does the proposal relate to an area where 
there are known inequalities/probable 
impacts (e.g. disabled people’s access to 
public transport)? Please give details. 

 
No 
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OFFICIAL ‐ SENSITIVE 

Will the proposal have a significant effect 
on how other organisations operate? (e.g. 
partners, funding criteria, etc.). Do any of 
these organisations support people with 
protected characteristics? Please explain 
why you have reached this conclusion.  

 
No 
 

Decision (Please tick one option) EIA not 
relevant or 
proportionate:  

 Continue to full 
EIA: 

 

Reason for decision The application has met all the criteria contained in 
the Commons Act 2006 and the Commons 
Registration (England) Regulations 2014. 

 
Signed (Assistant Director or equivalent) 
 

 
Barrie Mason 
 

 
Date 
 

 
20 September 2021 

 



Extract from the Commons Bill Explanatory Notes  January 2006 

 

Clause 9 and Schedule 1: Severance 

53.     Clause 9 effects a prohibition on the severance of rights of common. Before the passing 
of the 1965 Act, most rights of common were attached to the land farmed by the commoner 
(the dominant tenement). The reason was that, at common law, the numbers of animals which 
could be grazed on the common by the commoner was determined by the capacity of the 
dominant tenement to accommodate animals over the winter (known as rules of 'levancy and 
couchancy'). Typically the common was not grazed in winter and dates were established 
when animals were allowed on to the common and when they had to be removed. Livestock 
usually had to be over-wintered on commoners' own farms which imposed a natural ceiling 
on their grazing rights. Such rights, while not explicitly quantified, were thus subject to a 
theoretically measurable constraint. It was therefore not possible to trade in a right of 
common separately from the land owned by the commoner, as the right could not exist 
independently of the dominant tenement because it was defined by reference to the dominant 
tenement. The courts adopted a rule that any purported severance of unquantified rights from 
the holding to which they were attached would extinguish the rights. 

54.     Section 15 of the 1965 Act required that, for the purposes of registration, all 
commoners register the actual number of animals in respect of which they claimed rights of 
grazing. This meant that, once rights of grazing had been quantified and registered, the 
capacity of the commoner's own holding to over-winter stock ceased to be relevant. In 
Bettison v. Langton 15, the judicial committee of the House of Lords determined that a 
consequence of the quantification of grazing rights as required by section 15 of the 1965 Act 
was to enable a commoner to dispose of rights of common independently from the land to 
which they were traditionally attached (or, alternatively, to sell the land and retain the rights). 
This is known as 'severance'. Rights which have been severed become 'rights held in gross' 
and may be freely bought and sold as an incorporeal asset.  

15 Bettison and another v. Langton and others [2001] 1 AC 27. 

55.     The problem with grazing rights which have been severed is that the local link between 
the commoners and the land over which the grazing rights are exercised may be lost since the 
owner of the rights can sell them to anyone, including farmers who live far away from the 
common. This can cause management difficulties for common land where some right holders 
have no close contact with the common and those who manage it. 

56.     Clause 9 prohibits further severance of rights of common, subject to the exceptions 
specified in any other Act 16 or in Schedule 1. Clause 9, and therefore the exceptions in 
Schedule 1, apply to registered rights of common only which would otherwise (apart from 
clause 9) be capable of being severed. They do not, therefore, apply to rights of common 
which are unquantified (such as a right to gather firewood or to dig peat for the hearth), nor 
are they likely to apply to 'appendant rights' (which the courts have held not to be severable, 
regardless of whether the right is quantified).  

16 The only enactment known to permit severance in certain circumstances is contained in section 33 of the Greenham and Crookham 
Commons Act 2002. 
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57.     Subsections (3) and (4) make provision in relation to any disposition of rights of 
common attached to land, or any disposition of land to which rights of common are attached, 
made after the commencement of this clause by which rights are purported to be severed, so 
that the severance is of no effect. Subsection (3) provides that an instrument (such as a 
conveyance) which purports to effect the severance of a right of common from the dominant 
tenement, is to be void to the extent that it would effect severance. So where a conveyance 
provides that the rights attached to a dominant tenement are to be conveyed from X to Y (but 
X remains the owner of the dominant tenement), the conveyance will be void to the extent to 
which it conveys the rights, and the rights will remain attached to X's dominant tenement. 
Subsection (4) also provides that a disposition of the dominant tenement by which the rights 
are purported to be reserved to the vendor has effect so that the rights are conveyed with the 
land, notwithstanding the terms of the conveyance. 

58.     Subsection (5) provides that the apportionment of rights of common must be pro rata. 
To the extent that any instrument purports to apportion otherwise than pro rata, it will be 
void. This means that, where a dominant tenement is divided into two or more parcels in 
separate ownership (for example, on a sale of a farm in two separate lots), the rights attached 
to the original dominant tenement are assigned proportionately to the separate parcels 
according to the area of each parcel relative to the area of the original dominant tenement. 
The reason for this is that non-pro rata apportionment is a form of severance. For example, a 
commoner might own land to which 100 rights to graze cattle are attached. That commoner 
sells half that land to X and half the land to Y, but purports to assign 75 of the rights as 
attached to X's land and 25 as attached to Y's land. In that case the instrument of sale will be 
void to the extent that it purports to convey more (or for that matter less) than half the rights 
of common with each of the two parcels of land. The provision ensures that rights of common 
will continue to be attached to the same land as now, even where apportionment is not 
registered (see clause 8). 
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